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ABSTRACT

We construct ●xact many-body eigerw’ ates of hot,h energy and angular momentum

for the fV-anyon problem in an external magnetic fteld. Such states span the full

ground-state eigenopbce and have a natural representation in terms of *,he Fubinl-
Veneziano vertex operators of string theory,
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report on mme recent progress on the quantum mechanics of ,Y anyons in an e ~ternal
magnetic field. 13 Specifically we present the construction of exact many-body eigen-
st.ates of both energy and angular momentum. We also show how these states arise
naturally as expectation values of Fubini–Veneziano vertex operators between excited
stat=, extending earlier observations of Fubini14 and others 15regarding the analogies
betwmn anyonic ground state wave functions and string theory vacuum expectation
values. This vertex operator repr~entation might prove useful for constructing new
higher energy states.

The Hamiltcmian for a collection of N identical anyons of mass m and charge c
(iabeled by Greek indices a, L?,... ) moving on a plane in the presence of an external,
constant, uniform magnetic field D (perpendicular to the plane) is given by

(1)

where we choose the external vector potential ~ in the symmetric gauge A’ = - $(ij d
(without loss of generality we assume B is positive). The non-local effective gauge
pote,itial

describes the statistical interactions, The associated statistical magnetic field b. is

Each particle sees the (N - I) others as vortices of strength ( -2Tu), and the statistical
phase xv under interchange of two particlen is acquired via the familiar Aharanov -
Ijohm effect. Note that since the statistical phase is *V we may restrict v to valum
in the interval [o,2) -– any rwcn integer part of v may hc con~idercd as contl ihuting
10 the angular momentum, aa we discusn in more detail later. Equation (3) clearly
shows the ab~ence of statistical self-interactions and Lorcntz forces ({or hard-core
particles), Ia For quantum mechanical point particles the statistical interaction can
also hr rrprcmnted by a local interaction with a gauge field whose dynamics is gov-
crnwl by a Churn-. Simon~ term.’ Note howmwr that the Mtwte of such Chcrn- Sin-inns
int marl ions in (both relntivistir and non-relativistic) field theories go hcycmd t lIr
nwrp transmutation of spin and satistim: indeed the (,:hcrn, Simons t.mm sllpptwt.s
S( litmls which WOUMnot pxist in its abmnce. io

I\n nltcrnativr formulation for the many-body quantum fncchmnics of ~nyons i}
lIaw*(l 011 I he o!)sfvvation that t,hr sta!,isticd gauge fichl d“ i~ purr gnllgr csrqd. at

“rhw, as is rhr fronl (2) nnd (:1), IIy a (sillguhw) gaIIg[*IlIfOl~)f.~iliun:)0( ttw ~m:;
t rhl)sf(m,m~ i(m W. rm rmmvv 6,, from ttw Ilanliltonian IIt tlw Pxpr’nsr of’ W(ldinillg
III(*wavo fllll(l it)lls I)y a I)IIJM(*,
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where eaj = “ “ctan ((*:-4) / (4-Z))). In this formulation the Hamiltonian be-

comes the usual sum of one-body Hamiltoniam and the statistical interaction is hid-
den in the boundary conditions which make the wave functions muiti-w-luecl. Ccm-
sequently, the many-body Hilbert space is not a simple direct product of one-body
Hilbert spaces. Throughout this paper we shall work with these multi-valued wave
functions, an approach originally advocated by Wilczek and Wul (we will also drop
the subscript “new” from the wave functions).

Using complex notation (: = Z1 + icz; E = z’ - izz; 8 = 8/8:: 8 = 0/8:) the gauge
transformed Hamiltonian is

(r))

where J is the total (canonical) angular momentum operator

N

Without the last term in (5), the Harniltonian coincides with the harmonic potential
problem previously considered by WU7 and Chou.12

Before discussing many-body anyonic wave functions we briefly [eview some ele-
mentary facts concerning Landau levels,’7 The one-body Landau levels are

4:(:!:) = : ‘~(l:l(’b-(’-(k+t))e-+’’’a~(k-(’ ()
342 ,

J= k-t , (7)

where the L.n1’”1 are general ized Laguerrc pol ynornials. The mwrgy levels have an infi-
nitc dcgermacy [for samph?s of finite area this deg~neracy is finite] given Ly d! states
with the same quantum number n and arbi~rary ~,,.6u!ar momentum aligned parallul
to the external magnetic field. Statea with angular momentum aligned antiparallcl to
the cxtcrna] magnetic Ml have instead cnmgies linearly proporticmd to the angular
moment urn, Many-body wave functions are obtained by [orming totally symm~trized
(Imwms ) {N aIII isyn,tnctrimwl ( fermiomi ) products of mw-body wavo function~. ‘rhus,
t IIP grollnd SIRI,Ch~ mmrgy and angular momentum rigrnvalucs:



It is not known in general how to construct ~-body anyonic wave functions. Here
we take the approach of Laughlin’ and W’U,7which is to decompose the multi-valued
wave function in (4) into the product of a multi-valued “statistical prefactor” encoding
all the statistical correlations, and a singl~valued factor ~. For u ~ [0,‘2)this may be
achieved in two ways,

[Note that in (!3b) we write the exponent as (2-u) in order to avoid singularities in the
prefactor and to maintain the totally symmetric nature of J.] We shall refer to these
as states of type- I and type-11, respectively (s- also Ref. [8]). The cruciti! difference
between these states is that the contribution to the angular momentum J coming from
the statistical prefactor is positive for states of type-I but negative for type-II states.
This diflcrence is reflected in the corresponding spectra [s= Eqs. (1 la,b) below].

Having discussed the statistical prefactors (of type-l and type-II) which give rise

to the multi-valued phase in (4), we now consider which forms of ~ in Eqs. (9a,b)
produce simultaneous eigenstates of the (commuting) angular momentum and energy
operators. Recall that since the multi-valuedrmw of the full wave function is to be
encod~’d solefy in the statistics prefactor, J must be single-valued and totally symmet-
ric (under permutation of the 1,... N labels), It is convenient to further decompose
u-,as ~, = SO (~a I:ala). In this demmposition S will determine the contribution to
the angular momentum from V?while d will characterize the analogue of the Landau
lmvds. The mosl generml forms of S and # which make the wave functions in (9)
simultaneous cigenstates of enerW and angular momentum are not known. However,
several infinite classes of simultaneous eigenstates may be written down hy making
suitable choices for S and d. In particular, choosing S s S~d+)(Z1,. . . . XN) (any to-
tally symmetric homogeneous polynomial of integer degree d+ depending only on the
: variables ) for states of type- I makm (9a) a simultaneous eigenstatc of H and J.
Similarly. choosing s s .~<-~-) (El,..., EN), depending only on the ~ variables, pro(iucm,
simultanmms eigenstatea of type-II, [We uhall comment below on more complicated
cimicm for .s.] In each case ~ is required to satisfy the following differential equnt, ion

( b
/c/” + (1*+ -,V{N

2“ )(-I)+N d+ $E-**dkk ;N(N -
)

1) 4=0 , (lo)



Type-I:

41(:1,.

Type-II:

:.%’. :1. . ..=.s)= m z~ - z~)“sf+~+) (:1,...: N) L$+*~)+’’-’)+’~ -’(2z) c-= ,

a<fl

eB

()
El== n+; , (ha)

JI = %,v-l)+d+ ,2(

t!’11(:1, . . ..~. i~, . . . w=~( :m- %)z-”s!d-)( :,,. ..:N)L:-++N(N-l) +N-’(2X)C-= ,
0<s

(EII=+ n+ ++ d-+
)

+N(lv - 1) ,

JI1=
(2 -u)

-yN(.v - 1) -d- .

(llb)
Note that type- I states have positive angular momentum bounded beiow by
$Av(h’- ]) wh~e type-11 states have negative angular momentum boundtx! above by
[- (~~) A’(,v - l!]. The negative angular momentum of type-II states rams their en-
ergy (as expected), introducing a P and Na dependence which is not present for type- I
states. For type- I states the angular momentum is parallel to the external magnetic
field which cancels the statistical frustration, thereby producing energy eigenvalues
independent of the statistical parameter v and which increaae linearly with N.

!t is instructive to examine the v = o (boson) and v = I (ferrnion-) limits in (1 1).
Tlw ground state is dmcribed by type-l statea with n = O. Setting v = o ( 1), the type-l
cigenval ues in (11a) give the correct energy and angular moment urn eigenvalues for
the AI-body boson (fermion) problem — see Eq. (8), Furthermore, the n = o type- I
wave functions in ( 11a) generate 4/1 the boson;c and fermionic N-body ground ~ta te
wa~’e functions when w = o and 1. = 1, respectively, To see this we first note that
the general symmetric homogeneous polynomials .S!!+) in (11a) may bc expanded in
any one of a number of particular bases. *6 One natural such basis is given by the
pcrmarwnts

~(l)
x

24 J3
{d,, .dN) = r(l) r(a)””” Z::N, , (12)

pellm r

wllilr atl~~lher is given by the !%.hur functions
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transformation between the two bases {l?t’)} and {l?(a)} involves coefficients which
are characters of the symmetric group S.v. Id Remarkably the ratio of c!~terminants

defining the Schur functions ( 1~ ) produces homogeneous polynomials. Xow when
u = o we see that the {B(lJ} basis is more convenient [we are obviously free to choose
whichever basis we wish] since then the n = O tOI wave function3 in ( 1la) are precisely
all the Slater permanents spanning the ground-state of the N-body bosonic problem.
When v = 1 the {Wz)} basis is more contwnient because in the m= o h wave functions
the statistical prefactor ~ (:. - Za) cancels the denominator of the Schur functions in

0<6
(13 ), leaving the numeratom which are prcci.se~y all the Slater determinants spanning
the ground-state of the iv-body ferrnionic problem. Thus, the eigenspace spanned b:
the n = o tif wave functions is the complete ground-state of the /V-anyon problem.

It is also interesting to note that the Laughlin’ wave functions which play an
important role in the fractional quantum Hall effect,

tiL (:1, . ..:.V, :1. . ..-. n~v)= (:0- a)
o<J 2’+’’XP(-5?-”2)s

[where k ~ Z+] appear as particular fermionic type-i states with n = t) and higher
angular momentum. generated by taking d+d+)= J(:O - :8) ‘k. Then cl+ = k,V(.V - 1)

ar,d J = Zk#jV(~_l) = #:J(4y - l)+d+ as expected from (Ila), In fact, we see directly
from (14 ) that the Laughlin state VL is a sum of SIater-determinant ferm.ionic states
(all in the lowest Landau level). Indeed, one of these states is the antis;n~~letrized sum

O (2L+l).2(2k+l)of :,22 -(,V-l)(2k+l]
exp

( )
_~ ~ Izala , Which corr~ponds to filling everY-s “.-N a

(2k + l)th single particle angular moment ~m state — illustrating the interpretation of
the Laughlin state aa one of filling fraction ~.

W’bile the n = O type-l statea in (11a) generate the jufl ground state cigenspace.
the n > 0 type- I states do not cover all the higher energy states. This is because
higher energy stata may involve negatite angular momentum. Many, but by no
rrwans all, of these higher energy states arise from, the type II states in (11 b), which
have r,egative total angular momentum. ~iowever,even in the bosonic and fcrmionic
,Y-body problems there are wave function? not included in the statea in (11). Three
arise when the totally symmetric angular momentum fado~ S in ~ (see (9)) involves
both the : variables and the i vari~tda. In (11) we chose s to depend either only cm
the :’s (type-l states) or only on the s’s (type-n states). To gcnerat e the miming :~tatcs
one should consider “mixed” ,$ functions, The gcnend solution to this problem which
still producm eigenstates of energy and angular momentum i~ not known. Ilowmwr.
wr ha,ve found the following special ‘mixed”. rigenstatcs:

Type-I:

U’1(:1, :,J, :1, . ‘v) = ,IIJ(“-J-V)v(:l +,, .+2v)d- /:~~,Y-I/+d-+N-l, (2#)F-~ ,

r [J (l;, = —- 11 + );+d- ,
trl



JI = ; ‘v ( .\’ -1)-L , (1.5a)

Type-II:

IJ’II(Z1 . . ..=.Y. :1, . ..2.V ) = ~ (G - q3)2-” (:, + . ..+ ,.v)d+ Ln*’v(”~- 1’+d++’v-’(2=) e-’ ,

0</4

Ell -= ; ( N 2-w
1)+—+

)
—’V(AV - 1) ,

22

(2-144v(,v _ ~)+d+
J1[=-y (i5b)

Xote that these states have angular mamentum in the gap not covered by the states
(11): –~jv(,v _ 1) < J < f.V(.V - 1).

\Ve now show how the wave functions (11) (we concentrate on type-l states for
ease of presentation) may be expressed using a vertex operator representation. thervby
extending to higher angular monlent urn earlier observations of Fubini 14and others.l S
\Ye int reduce the vertex operator

:elw@(:).~’u(:)= ! (16)

where p(z) is the Fubini-\’eneziano field of string theory, tg

x
on -m

P(~)=f7-@l~:+~ ~: ~ (17)
n#o

The modes of p satisfy the commutation relations

[91P] =1 , [%am]= nc$n+m,o (18)

In (16) the : : symbol denotes normal ordering with respect, to these r.odes, I,e, p
to the right of q and an (n > O) to the right of an. In string theory the am (n > O)
and a_. are destruction arid creation operators for oscillation modes of the string,
which correspond to higher angular momentum states. l’he operators q and p are the
center of mass position and momentum of the string. It has recently been pointed
(JUt that the vertex operators ( 1f, can be used to
\vave functions as correlation functions,14 1s

First we note that by a simple reordering the
I,(* rt’\vritI(’n as

reproduce Laughlin’s ground state

~roduct of N vertex operators can



where the signs in the exponent correspond to the two topologically distinct ways of
interchanging :1 and 22. Also, the vertex operator (16) behaves as a fractional spin
operator under rotations

[LoT~’Jz)]= Z:vu(:)+ ;VJz) !

ciLO’~W(Zj●-iL”. = K(zei’) Ci%t ~

where the rotation generator LOhas the oscillator representation

m
Lo=$ + ~a-nan .

n=l

\k’e now define the vacuum 10) by

plO)=O, amlO)=O(n> O), (23)

and the dual vacuum (01 by

(Olq= O , (Ola-n = O (n> O) , (24)

Note that if (ZI satisfi~ (zlq = (zlz, then (ZI = ~ exp(-lzp)(pl, where @l is a state of
moment’~m P; thus for z = O, we have (01 = Zptil. It now follows immediately from
(19) that

(01 fi V“(z.)lo) = mz. - Zfl)” (25)
0=1 0<8

which is precisely the relevant part of Laughlin’s wave function for anyons, the ex-
ponential factor being regardd aa a meaaure factor. Notice that in (25), momentum
conservation selects the momentum state (@ Nl from the dual vacuum (of. We now
show how this operator formalism may be used to represent thf levant part of all
the n = O type- I wave functions in (11) (similar arguments hold fo the type-11 states
in the antiholomorphic sector).

In the dual Fock space of the p field, consider the state at level d+ defined by

(21)

(22)

(TX)

where {Ak} is an ordered set (e.g. {O, I) has to be distinguished from {1, tl}) of non-
nt’gatil’e integers such that ~ kAk = d+.A straightforward computation then shows

k
that

({~k)l fi Vv(:,j!O) = B;::)(2:,.. .zf#)~(2a-z#)” , (27)
11=1 -<0

(:1)
Wthlc I?, A,, (: I,,,. :,v ) is the following symmetric homogeneous polynomial of drgrce. .
d+= ;k~k

(
N

1);::) (:ll..:,V)= z Z(I,

a,=l

(w)



The 11~~~~ provide a third natural basis for the symmetric homogenmus polynomials

of degree d+; this basis is connected to the previously mentioned basis l?~j:~ and l?~j~~
(Eqs. (12) and (13)) by linear transformations with coeflkients being respectively
the compound and simple characters of the symmetric group SN. 1s Therefore we can
represent all n = 0 type- I wave functions in ( 11) as linear combinations of vertex
operator correlation functions (20). Thus the insertion of the oscillators ak in the
correlation function (25) is seen to incre~e the angular momentum of the Laughlin
state; like in string theory, Lhe state ({~~)1 is a higher angular momentum state.

The relevant part of Type- I wave functions in f11 ) with n ~ I may be represented
by means of the step operator

which raise the energy without affecting the angular momentum. Thus

(5?’a”)~ ‘2’)
While the vertex operator formulation provides an interesting way to rewrite

known wave functions, we expect it to prove useful for generating new eigenstates.
Research in this direction is in progress. We hope that the convergence of ideas
from solid state theory, particle theory and mathematics, which is reflected in the
participation at this workshop will prove fruitful.
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